[Effects of cognitive aging on memory performances].
PSYCHOLOGY OF AGING: This article sums up studies on influence of normal aging in memory. Aging is a process involving many dimensions: Psychological, Biological and Social. These elements interact with each other and needed to be considered in the description of human memory aging. COGNITIVE APPROACH OF HUMAN MEMORY: Moreover, researches on human memory have been conducted within the framework of current theoretical views of memory. The present review provides an outline of the cognitive neuropsychology models of memory, its nature, components and organization. CLINICAL APPROACH OF AGING AND MEMORY, CONSEQUENCES: This introduction may help the reader to understand more clearly empirical evidence of age-related differences in memory and attentional functioning. In closing, the human factors psychologists must be take in account while adopting a global approach of the understanding of memory aging. Psychological field provides a complete structure for assessing human being and is helpful before to conclude between normal or pathological memory aging.